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Como tais camundongos foram engenheirados?



Isolamento de DNA

Isolamento de  gene por clonagem: Isolamento de  gene por PCR:



Reação em Cadeia da Polimerase (PCR)

Principles of Genetics (Cap. 14)
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genômicas na internet

PCR – Reação em cadeia da polimerase (Polymerase chain reaction) - 1983



Reação em Cadeia da Polimerase (PCR)

Reação in vitro

Componentes da reação:

- DNA molde
- Iniciadores (primer)
- dNTPs

- DNA polimerase
- Magnésio

- Tampão
- Água
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Yellowstone National Park

- Taq polimerase (Thermus aquaticus)
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Vídeo

Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR)

PCR – Polymerase Chain Reaction

Reação em Cadeia da Polimerase (PCR)
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Importância das Enzimas de Restrição
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four nucleotide residues—two adenines and two thymines in each strand—
between the two breaks on opposite strands, leaving sticky ends, which can 
still be joined by hydrogen bonding between the complementary bases. With 
the ends held in place by the hydrogen bonds, the two breaks can then be 
resealed covalently by the action of DNA ligases (Figure 13.5). If no ligase is 
present, the ends can remain separated, and the hydrogen bonding at the 
sticky ends holds the molecule together until gentle warming or vigorous stir-
ring effects a separation. Some enzymes, such as HaeIII, cut in a way that 
leave a blunt end.

5'-GGCC-3'                5'-GG        CC-3'

HaeIII 
S

3'-CCGG-5'                3'-CC        GG-5' 
                  Blunt-end cut

To make life more challenging for molecular biologists, some enzymes can 
also cut with less than absolute specificity. This is called star (*) activity and 
can often be seen if the enzyme concentration is too high or the enzyme is 
incubated with the DNA too long. Also, different enzymes from different 
species may have the same specificity for cut sites. Such enzymes are called 
isoschizomers.

◗ Why are sticky ends important?
As we will see in the next section, the production of sticky ends by a restriction 
enzyme is very important to the process of creating recombinant DNA. Once 
DNA is cut with a particular enzyme, the sticky ends fit back together. At that 
point it does not matter whether the pieces came from the original piece of 
DNA. In other words, pieces of DNA from different sources can be put together 
as long as they were both cut with the same restriction enzyme.

sticky ends short, single-stranded stretches 
at the ends of double-stranded DNA; they 
can provide sites to which other DNA 
molecules with sticky ends can be linked

Table 13.1  Restriction Endonucleases and Their Cleavage Sites

Enzyme* Recognition and Cleavage Site Enzyme* Recognition and Cleavage Site

   T     T
BamHI 5'-GGATCC-3' HpaII 5'-CCGG-3'

3'-CCTAGG-5' 3'-GGCC-5'
        c       c
   T       T

EcoRI 5'-GAATTC-3' NotI 5'-GCGGCCGC-3'
3'-CTTAAG-5' 3'-CGCCGGCG-5'
        c           c
     T           T

HaeIII 5'-GGCC-3' Pst 5'-CTGCAG-3'
3'-CCGG-5' 3'-GACGTC-5'
     c     c
    T

HindIII 5'-AAGCTT-3'
3'-TTCGAA-5'
        c

Arrows indicate the phosphodiester bonds cleaved by the restriction endonucleases.
* The name of the restriction endonuclease consists of a three-letter abbreviation of the bacterial species from which it is derived—for example, Eco for 
Escherichia coli. Palíndromo
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double-stranded ones. One group of nucleases, restriction endonucleases, has 
played a crucial role in the development of recombinant DNA technology.

Restriction enzymes were discovered in the course of genetic investiga-
tions of bacteria and bacteriophages (phages for short; from the Greek 
phagein, “to eat”), the viruses that infect bacteria. The researchers noted 
that bacteriophages that grew well in one strain of the bacterial species they 
infected frequently grew poorly (had restricted growth) in another strain of 
the same species. Further work showed that this phenomenon arises from a 
subtle difference between the phage DNA and the DNA of the strain of bac-
teria in which phage growth is restricted. This difference is the presence of 
methylated bases at certain sequence-specific sites in the host DNA and not 
in the viral DNA.

The growth-restricting host cells contain cleavage enzymes, the restriction 
endonucleases, that produce double-chain breaks at the unmethylated spe-
cific sequences in phage DNA; the cells’ own corresponding DNA sequences, 
in which methylated bases occur, are not attacked, as shown in Figure 13.4. 
These cleavage enzymes consequently degrade DNA from any source but the 
host cell. The most immediate consequence is a slowing of the growth of the 
phage in that bacterial strain, but the important thing for our discussion is 
that DNA from any source can be cleaved by such an enzyme if it contains 
the target sequence. More than 800 restriction endonucleases have been dis-
covered in a variety of bacterial species. More than 100 specific sequences 
are recognized by one or more of these enzymes. Table 13.1 shows several 
target sequences.

Many Restriction Endonucleases Produce Sticky Ends
Each restriction endonuclease hydrolyzes only a specific bond of a specific 
sequence in DNA. The sequences recognized by restriction endonucleases—
their sites of action—read the same from left to right as they do from right 
to left (on the complementary strand). The term for such a sequence is a 
palindrome. (“Able was I ere I saw Elba” and “Madam, I’m Adam” are well-
known linguistic palindromes.) A typical restriction endonuclease called 
EcoRI is isolated from E. coli (each restriction endonuclease is designated by 
an abbreviation of the name of the organism in which it occurs, and this ab-
breviation is the first letter of the name of the genus and the first two letters 
of the name of the species). The EcoRI site in DNA is 5'-GAATTC-3', where 
the base sequence on the other strand is 3'-CTTAAG-5'. The sequence from 
left to right on one strand is the same as the sequence from right to left on 
the other strand. The phosphodiester bond between G and A is the one hy-
drolyzed. This same break is made on both strands of the DNA. There are 

restriction endonucleases enzymes that 
hydrolyze double-stranded DNA at specific 
spots on opposite strands

bacteriophages (phages) viruses that infect 
bacteria; bacteriophages are frequently 
used in molecular biology to transfer DNA 
between cells

palindrome a message that reads the same 
backward or forward

Unmodified DNA

Endogenous bacterial DNA 
modified by methylation

DNA fragments from 
infecting bacteriophage

Methylation Cleaving by 
restriction 
endonuclease

Target sequence

CH3

CH3

Figure 13.4 Methylation of DNA. Methylation 
of endogenous DNA protects it from cleavage by 
its own restriction endonucleases.

PBCampbell (Cap. 13)
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a plasmid, a small circular DNA molecule that is not part of the main circular  
DNA chromosome of the bacterium. Using DNA from a viral or bacterial 
source as one of the components of a recombinant DNA enables scientists to 
take advantage of the rapid growth of viruses and bacteria and to obtain greater 
amounts of the recombinant DNA. This process of making identical copies of 
DNA is called cloning.

◗ What is cloning?
The term clone refers to a genetically identical population, whether of organ-
isms, cells, viruses, or DNA molecules. Every member of the population is de-
rived from a single cell, virus, or DNA molecule. It is particularly easy to see 
how individual bacteriophages and bacterial cells can produce large numbers of 
progeny. Bacteria grow rapidly, and large populations can be obtained relatively 
easily under laboratory conditions.

To clone individual cells, whether from a bacterial or a eukaryotic source, a 
small number of cells is spread thinly over a suitable growth medium in a dish. 
Spreading the cells thinly ensures that each cell will multiply in isolation from 
the others. Each colony of cells that appears on the dish will then be a clone 
derived from a single cell (Figure 13.7). Because large quantities of bacteria 
and bacteriophages can be grown in short time intervals under laboratory con-
ditions, it is useful to introduce DNA from a larger, slower-growing organism 
into bacteria or phages and to produce more of the desired DNA by cloning. 
If, for example, we want to take a portion of human DNA, which would be hard 
to acquire, and clone it in a virus, we can treat the human DNA and the virus 
DNA with the same restriction endonuclease, mix the two, and allow the sticky 
ends to anneal. If we then treat the mixture with DNA ligase, we have pro-
duced recombinant DNA. To clone it, we incorporate the chimeric DNA into 
virus particles by adding viral coat protein and allowing the virus to assemble 
itself. The virus particles are spread on a lawn of bacteria, and the cloned seg-
ments in each plaque can then be identified (Figure 13.8). The bacteriophage 
is called a vector, the carrier for the gene of interest that was cloned. The gene 
of interest is called many things, such as the “foreign DNA,” the “insert,” “geneX,” 
or even “YFG,” for “your favorite gene.”

◗ What are plasmids?
The other principal vector is a plasmid—bacterial DNA that is not part of the 
main circular DNA chromosome of the bacterium. This DNA, which usually ex-
ists as a closed circle, replicates independently of the main bacterial genome and 
can be transferred from one strain of a bacterial species to another by cell-to-
cell contact. The foreign gene can be inserted into the plasmid by the successive 
actions of restriction endonucleases and DNA ligase, as was seen in Figure 13.6. 
When the plasmid is taken up by a bacterium, the DNA insert goes along for the 
ride (Figure 13.9). The bacteria that contain the DNA insert can then be grown 
in fermentation tanks under conditions that allow them to divide rapidly, ampli-
fying the inserted gene many thousandfold.

plasmid a small, circular DNA molecule 
that usually contains genes for antibiotic 
resistance and is often used for cloning

cloning (of DNA) the introduction of a 
section of DNA into a genome in which it 
can be reproduced many times

clone a genetically identical population of 
organisms, cells, viruses, or DNA molecules

vector a carrier molecule for transfer of 
genes in DNA recombination

Cells
divide
many times

Petri dish Cells

Colonies
(clones)

Figure 13.7 The cloning of cells. Each individ-
ual cell divides many times, producing a colony 
of progeny. Each colony is a clone. (Adapted 
with permission from Dealing with Genes: The 
Language of Heredity, by Paul Berg and Maxine 
Singer, © 1992 by University Science Books.)
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13-3 Cloning
DNA molecules containing covalently linked segments derived from two or 
more DNA sources are called recombinant DNA. (Another name for recombi-
nant DNA is chimeric DNA, named after the chimera, a monster in Greek my-
thology that had the head of a lion, the body of a goat, and the tail of a serpent.) 
The production of recombinant DNA was made possible by the isolation of re-
striction endonucleases.

Using Sticky Ends to Construct Recombinant DNA
If samples of DNA from two different sources are digested with the same re-
striction enzyme and then mixed, in some cases the sticky ends that anneal to 
one another are from different sources. The nicks in the covalent structure 
can be sealed with DNA ligases (Section 10-4), producing recombinant DNA 
(Figure 13.6).

Unfortunately, when two different kinds of DNA are combined using restric-
tion enzymes and DNA ligase, relatively few product molecules are collected. 
Further experiments with the DNA will require large amounts to work with, 
and this is made possible by inserting the DNA into a viral or bacterial source. 
The virus is usually a bacteriophage; the bacterial DNA typically is derived from 

EcoRI hydrolysis breaks DNA strand between G and A bases

Separation at ends

Resealing by DNA ligase

Warm to separate

"Sticky ends" stay
in register

DNA ligase

EcoRI hydrolysis site

3 '3 ' G–A–A–T–T–C
5 '5 ' C–T–T–A–A–G

A–A–T–T–C
G

G
C–T–T–A–A

G–A–A–T–T–C
C–T–T–A–A–G

G–A–A–T–T–C
C–T–T–A–A–G

A

B

Figure 13.5 Hydrolysis of DNA by restriction endonucleases. (a) Separation of ends.   
(b) Resealing of ends by DNA ligase.

recombinant DNA DNA that has been 
produced by linking DNA from two different 
sources

chimeric DNA DNA from more than one 
species covalently linked together

DNA ligases enzymes that link separate 
stretches of DNA

Plasmid
vector

Foreign DNA

Chimeric
plasmid

1 Cleavage at single
specific site

2 Join free ends to
ends of foreign DNA

Figure 13.6 Production of recombinant DNA. 
(1) Foreign DNA sequences can be inserted into 
plasmid vectors by opening the circular plasmid 
with a restriction endonuclease. (2) The ends of 
the linearized plasmid DNA are then joined with 
the ends of a foreign sequence, reclosing the 
circle to create a chimeric plasmid.
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a plasmid, a small circular DNA molecule that is not part of the main circular  
DNA chromosome of the bacterium. Using DNA from a viral or bacterial 
source as one of the components of a recombinant DNA enables scientists to 
take advantage of the rapid growth of viruses and bacteria and to obtain greater 
amounts of the recombinant DNA. This process of making identical copies of 
DNA is called cloning.

◗ What is cloning?
The term clone refers to a genetically identical population, whether of organ-
isms, cells, viruses, or DNA molecules. Every member of the population is de-
rived from a single cell, virus, or DNA molecule. It is particularly easy to see 
how individual bacteriophages and bacterial cells can produce large numbers of 
progeny. Bacteria grow rapidly, and large populations can be obtained relatively 
easily under laboratory conditions.

To clone individual cells, whether from a bacterial or a eukaryotic source, a 
small number of cells is spread thinly over a suitable growth medium in a dish. 
Spreading the cells thinly ensures that each cell will multiply in isolation from 
the others. Each colony of cells that appears on the dish will then be a clone 
derived from a single cell (Figure 13.7). Because large quantities of bacteria 
and bacteriophages can be grown in short time intervals under laboratory con-
ditions, it is useful to introduce DNA from a larger, slower-growing organism 
into bacteria or phages and to produce more of the desired DNA by cloning. 
If, for example, we want to take a portion of human DNA, which would be hard 
to acquire, and clone it in a virus, we can treat the human DNA and the virus 
DNA with the same restriction endonuclease, mix the two, and allow the sticky 
ends to anneal. If we then treat the mixture with DNA ligase, we have pro-
duced recombinant DNA. To clone it, we incorporate the chimeric DNA into 
virus particles by adding viral coat protein and allowing the virus to assemble 
itself. The virus particles are spread on a lawn of bacteria, and the cloned seg-
ments in each plaque can then be identified (Figure 13.8). The bacteriophage 
is called a vector, the carrier for the gene of interest that was cloned. The gene 
of interest is called many things, such as the “foreign DNA,” the “insert,” “geneX,” 
or even “YFG,” for “your favorite gene.”

◗ What are plasmids?
The other principal vector is a plasmid—bacterial DNA that is not part of the 
main circular DNA chromosome of the bacterium. This DNA, which usually ex-
ists as a closed circle, replicates independently of the main bacterial genome and 
can be transferred from one strain of a bacterial species to another by cell-to-
cell contact. The foreign gene can be inserted into the plasmid by the successive 
actions of restriction endonucleases and DNA ligase, as was seen in Figure 13.6. 
When the plasmid is taken up by a bacterium, the DNA insert goes along for the 
ride (Figure 13.9). The bacteria that contain the DNA insert can then be grown 
in fermentation tanks under conditions that allow them to divide rapidly, ampli-
fying the inserted gene many thousandfold.

plasmid a small, circular DNA molecule 
that usually contains genes for antibiotic 
resistance and is often used for cloning

cloning (of DNA) the introduction of a 
section of DNA into a genome in which it 
can be reproduced many times

clone a genetically identical population of 
organisms, cells, viruses, or DNA molecules

vector a carrier molecule for transfer of 
genes in DNA recombination

Cells
divide
many times

Petri dish Cells

Colonies
(clones)

Figure 13.7 The cloning of cells. Each individ-
ual cell divides many times, producing a colony 
of progeny. Each colony is a clone. (Adapted 
with permission from Dealing with Genes: The 
Language of Heredity, by Paul Berg and Maxine 
Singer, © 1992 by University Science Books.)

Temos
um clone
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Incorporam quantidades limitadas de DNA (E. coli) 

Em laboratório, poucas espécies conseguem ser transformadas

- Eficiência na transformação Tratamento físico e/ou químico Competentes
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  Phage vector DNA Human DNA

Cleavage with same
restriction enzyme

Mix and join

Package in
phage coats

Development of plaques 
on lawn of bacteria

Cloned virus with Cloned virus with

Figure 13.8 The cloning of human DNA frag-
ments with a viral vector. Human DNA is inserted 
into viral DNA and then cloned. (Adapted with 
permission from Dealing with Genes: The  
Language of Heredity, by Paul Berg and Maxine 
Singer, © 1992 by University Science Books.)

Bacterial
plasmid Insert

foreign
gene

Gene for
antibiotic
resistance

Foreign
gene

Uptake by
bacterial
cell

Plasmid with
inserted gene

Main bacterial 
genome

Growth in medium that
contains antibiotic

Cell
division

Further
growth

Figure 13.9 Selecting for recombinant DNA in a bacterial plasmid. The plasmid also con-
tains a gene for antibiotic resistance. When bacteria are grown in a medium that contains the 
antibiotic, those that have acquired a plasmid grow. Bacteria without a plasmid cannot grow 
in this medium. (Adapted with permission from Dealing with Genes: The Language of Heredity, 
by Paul Berg and Maxine Singer, © 1992 by University Science Books.)
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An Introduction to Genetic Analysis (Cap. 11)
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Figure 13.12 Cloning with pUC plasmids. The pUC series of plasmids is very popular. They 
have extensive multiple cloning sites. Here we see an example of directional cloning. Two 
different restriction enzymes are used to cut open the MCS and to cut out a piece of DNA 
to be cloned. As a result, the DNA that is to be inserted can be incorporated in only one 
orientation. 
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13-4 Genetic Engineering
The previous sections dealt with how DNA of interest could be inserted into a 
vector and amplified by cloning. One of the most important purposes for doing 
this is to be able to produce the gene product in larger quantities than could 
be acquired by other means. When an organism is intentionally changed at the 
molecular level so that it exhibits different traits, we say it has been genetically 
engineered.

In a sense, genetic engineering on an organismal level has been around 
since humans first started to use selective breeding on plants and animals. 
This procedure did not deal directly with the molecular nature of genetic 
material, nor was the appearance of traits under human control. Breeders 
had to cope with changes that arose spontaneously, and the only choice was 
whether to breed for a trait or to let it die out. An understanding of the 

genetic engineering the process of 
manipulating the genome of an organism to 
achieve a desired end
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screening. The pUC plasmid contains a gene for 
ampicillin resistance and the lacZ gene. The latter 
produces the a-subunit of b-galactosidase. Trans-
formed cells are plated on an agar medium con-
taining ampicillin and a dye called X-gal. The lacZ 
gene is found inside the multiple cloning site of 
the plasmid. When the plasmid and the DNA to 
be cloned are cut with a restriction enzyme and 
then mixed together, two possibilities result. The 
DNA insert can be incorporated as shown (red 
insert seen inside plasmid), or the plasmid can 
recircularize without the insert. When this mix-
ture is used to transform bacteria, there can be 
three products. (left) The bacteria take up a plas-
mid that has the insert. This plasmid confers am-
picillin resistance to the cells, but the lacZ gene is 
inactivated by the presence of the insert. These 
cells grow and are the normal off-white color of 
bacterial colonies. (middle) The bacteria take up 
the recircularized plasmid. This plasmid confers 
ampicillin resistance, so the cells grow. The plas-
mid makes the a-subunit of b-galactosidase. The 
b-galactosidase cleaves the X-gal, causing the dye 
to turn blue, so these cells grow with a blue color. 
(right) Bacteria take up no plasmid at all. These 
cells do not grow, because of their sensitivity to 
ampicillin. (Adapted with permission from Dealing 
with Genes: The Language of Heredity, by Paul 
Berg and Maxine Singer, © 1992 by University Sci-
ence Books.)
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Exercício

O vetor de clonagem plasmídeo pBR322 é clivado com a endonuclease de
restrição PstI. Um fragmento de DNA isolado de um genoma eucariótico (também obtido
por clivagem com PstI) é adicionado ao vetor preparado e ligado. A mistura de DNAs
ligados é então usada para transformar bactérias, e as bactérias contendo os plasmídeos
são selecionadas pelo crescimento em presença de tetraciclina.

1) Que tipo de plasmídeos poderão ser encontrados entre 
as bactérias transformadas que são resistentes à 
tetraciclina?
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BactÈria transgÍnica produz insulina humana
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A engenharia genÈtica e a
biotecnologia moderna

A tecnologia do DNA recombinante
possibilita a obtenÁ„o de organismos
com caracterÌsticas novas ou n„o encon-
tradas na natureza, o que permite uma
nova alternativa para o melhoramento
genÈtico de espÈcies de valor
biotecnolÛgico. Desse modo, cÈlulas de
bactÈrias, leveduras e mesmo eucariontes
superiores como plantas podem ser pro-
gramadas com genes exÛgenos, abrindo
a perspectiva de produÁ„o nestes orga-
nismos de polipeptÌdeos de interesse,
como o interferon, o hormÙnio de cres-
cimento, a insulina entre outros. A utili-
zaÁ„o de microrganismos
ìengenheiradosî, capazes de sintetizar
proteÌnas em grande quantidade, apre-
senta, sob o ponto de vista econÙmico,

uma vantagem consider·vel em relaÁ„o
aos processos cl·ssicos de produÁ„o.

A extraÁ„o de proteÌnas eucariÛticas,
como a insulina, requer grandes quanti-
dades de matÈria-prima (p‚ncreas suÌno
e bovino), que nem sempre est„o dispo-
nÌveis e s„o, geralmente, de elevado
custo. Isso torna o processo extrativo
cada vez mais oneroso. Nesse contexto,
o emprego de tÈcnicas mais eficientes,
como a do DNA recombinante, abriu
novas perspectivas de produÁ„o.

Diabetes mellitus

O diabetes mellitus È um grupo de
doenÁas causadas pela deficiÍncia na
secreÁ„o ou na aÁ„o do hormÙnio pan-
cre·tico insulina, o que produz profun-
das anormalidades no metabolismo. H·
duas classes principais de diabetes: o

juvenil e o adulto. No
primeiro, a doenÁa
comeÁa cedo, tornan-
do-se severa e, no
˙ltimo, È lento para
se desenvolver, mo-
derado e,
freq¸entemente, n„o
reconhecido.

Os sintomas ca-
racterÌsticos do dia-
betes s„o sede exces-
siva e frequente mic-
Á„o, levando ‡
injest„o de grandes
volumes de ·gua. Es-
sas alteraÁıes s„o de-
vidas ‡ excreÁ„o de
grandes quantidades
de glicose na urina
(glicos˙ria). O gran-
de volume de urina
no diabetes  reflete a
necessidade do rim
de excretar uma cer-
ta quantidade de

·gua junto com a glicose, pois a capacida-
de do rim de concentrar os solutos na urina
tem um limite m·ximo. Outro sintoma È o
nÌvel da glicose sanguÌnea e como È a
resposta ‡ ingest„o da glicose. Quando a
concentraÁ„o da glicose no sangue È signi-
ficativamente alta È chamada de
hiperglicemia.

O pH do plasma sanguÌneo de pessoas
severamente diabÈticas È freq¸entemente
menor que o valor normal 7,4, condiÁ„o
esta chamada de acidose. … causada pela
superproduÁ„o de ·cidos metabÛlicos e o
pH do sangue pode cair a 6,8 ou abaixo, e
levar a lesıes irrepar·veis nos tecidos, e ‡
morte. Esse aumento da acidez È um
indicativo de alteraÁıes profundas no ba-
lanÁo ·cido-base do organismo. A acidez
aumentada È devido ‡ extensa formaÁ„o de
corpos cetÙnicos no fÌgado e ‡ sua libera-
Á„o no sangue. Como os tecidos n„o con-
seguem utilizar a glicose sanguÌnea, o
fÌgado tenta compensar essa deficiÍncia
aumentando a utilizaÁ„o dos ·cidos graxos
como combustÌvel, mas isso provoca a
superproduÁ„o de corpos cetÙnicos, alÈm
da capacidade dos tecidos em oxid·-los. A
atividade de glicoquinase est· diminuÌda
no diabetes  j· que È a insulina que estimula
a biossÌntese dessa enzima. Como conse-
q¸Íncia, forma-se pouco glicogÍnio. Como
os carboidratos n„o est„o sendo utilizados,
as proteÌnas do organismo s„o usadas
como combustÌveis. Os amino·cidos so-
frem perda dos seus grupos amino e os
aceto·cidos formados podem sofrer oxida-
Á„o em diÛxido de carbono e ·gua, em
parte pela via do ciclo do ·cido cÌtrico.

A administraÁ„o de insulina para corri-
gir a deficiÍncia endÛcrina e a administra-
Á„o de bicarbonato de sÛdio para corrigir a
perda, tanto do sÛdio como da capacidade
do tamp„o bicarbonato, podem trazer toda
a quÌmica do organismo de volta para um
balanÁo quase normal dentro de 12 a 24
horas. Para seguir o curso de tal tratamento,
as dosagens de glicose, pH e CO2 sanguÌ-

Figura 1: Estrutura da insulina humana: prÛ-insulina
(cadeias B, C e A) e insulina (cadeias B e A). Setas
pretas indicam o ponto de clivagem para a retirada da
cadeia C da prÛ-insulina, originando a insulina ativa.
Cadeia B, em rosa, cadeia C, em azul, e cadeia A, em
amarelo

Pró-Insulina

Insulina
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Bacteria as “Protein Factories”
We can use the reproductive power of bacteria to express large quantities of 
a mammalian protein of interest; however, the process is often more compli-
cated than it might seem because most mammalian proteins are heavily pro-
cessed after their initial transcription and translation (Section 12-7). Because 
bacteria have little posttranslational modification of their proteins, they lack the 
enzymes necessary for this processing.

◗ How can human proteins be made by bacteria?
An application of genetic engineering that is of con-
siderable practical importance is the production of 
human insulin by E. coli. This was one of the first hu-
man proteins produced through genetic engineering, 
and its production eliminated the problems related to 
harvesting insulin from large numbers of laboratory 
animals and giving humans a peptide from another 
species. The process is far from straightforward, how-
ever. A significant problem is that the insulin gene 
is split. It contains an intron, a DNA sequence that 
codes for RNA that is eventually deleted in the pro-
cessing of the mRNA that directs the synthesis of the 
protein (see Section 11-6). Only the RNA transcribed 
from DNA sequences called exons appears in mature 
mRNA (Figure 13.15). Bacteria do not have the cel-
lular apparatus for splicing introns out of RNA tran-
scripts to give functional mRNA. One might think 
that the problem could be solved by using cDNA  
(Section 13-6) obtained from the mRNA for insulin 
in a reaction catalyzed by reverse transcriptase. The 
problem here is that the polypeptide encoded by this 
mRNA contains an end peptide and a central peptide, 
which is to be removed from it by further processing in 
insulin-producing cells to yield two polypeptide chains, 
designated A and B (Figure 13.15).

The approach to this problem is to use two synthetic 
DNAs, one encoding the A chain of insulin and the 
other encoding the B chain. These synthetic DNAs are 
produced in the laboratory using methods that were 
developed by synthetic organic chemists. Each DNA is 
inserted into a separate plasmid vector (Figure 13.16). 
The vectors are taken up by two different populations 
of E. coli. The two groups are then cloned separately; 
each group of bacteria produces one of the two poly-
peptide chains of insulin. The A and B chains are 
extracted and mixed, finally producing functional hu-
man insulin.

Protein Expression Vectors
The plasmid vectors pBR322 and pUC are referred to as 
cloning vectors. They are used to insert the foreign DNA 
and to amplify it. However, if the goal is to produce the 
protein product from the foreign DNA, they are not suit-
able. An expression vector is needed.
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Figure 13.15 Synthesis of insulin in humans. The insulin gene is a split 
gene. The intervening sequence (intron) encodes an RNA transcript that 
is spliced out of the mRNA. Only the portions of the gene called exons 
are reflected in the base sequence of mRNA. Once protein synthesis takes 
place, the polypeptide is folded, cut, and spliced. The end product, active 
insulin, has two polypeptide chains as a result. (Adapted with permission 
from Dealing with Genes: The Language of Heredity, by Paul Berg and 
Maxine Singer, © 1992 by University Science Books.)

intron an intervening sequence in DNA that 
does not appear in the final sequence of mRNA

exons DNA sequences that are expressed in 
sequences of mRNA

expression vector a plasmid that has 
the machinery to direct the synthesis of a 
desired protein
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◗ What is an expression vector?
An expression vector has many of the same attributes as a cloning vector, such 
as the origin of replication, a multiple cloning site, and at least one selectable 
marker. In addition, it must be able to be transcribed by the genetic machinery of 
the bacteria into which it is transformed. This means that it must have a promoter 
for RNA polymerase, and the RNA transcribed must have a ribosomal binding 
site so that it can be translated. It must also have a transcription termination se-
quence; otherwise, the entire plasmid is transcribed instead of just the inserted 
gene. Figure 13.17 shows a schematic of an expression vector. Upstream of the 
site where the foreign DNA is inserted is the transcription promoter. Often this 
is the promoter for a viral RNA polymerase called T7 polymerase. There is also a 
T7 terminator at the other end of the MCS. After the insert is successfully ligated, 
the plasmid is transformed into an expression strain of bacteria, such as E. coli
JM109 DE3. What makes this strain unique is that it has a gene that produces T7 
RNA polymerase, but the gene is under the control of the lac operon (Chapter 
11). Once the bacteria are growing well with the plasmid, the cells are given a 
lactose analogue, IPTG (isopropylthiogalactoside). This stimulates the lac operon 
in the bacteria, which then produce T7 RNA polymerase, which then binds to 
the plasmid T7 promoter and transcribes the gene. The bacterial cells then trans-
late the mRNA into protein. This selective control of the expression is important 
because many foreign proteins are toxic to the cells; expression must be timed 
carefully. The plasmid shown in Figure 13.17 also has the lacI gene, although it 
is transcribed in the opposite direction. This produces the repressor for the lac
operon to help make sure that none of the foreign proteins are transcribed unless 
the system is induced by IPTG. BIOCHEMICAL CONNECTIONS 13.2 gives an ex-
ample of how protein expression can be linked to a novel purification scheme.
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Figure 13.16 Production of recombinant human insulin. Active human insulin can be pro-
duced in bacteria by the use of two separate batches of E. coli. Each batch produces one of the 
two chains, the A chain or the B chain. The two chains are mixed to produce active insulin. 
(Adapted with permission from Dealing with Genes: The Language of Heredity, by Paul Berg 
and Maxine Singer, © 1992 by University Science Books.)
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Figure 13.17 The pET expression vectors. 
These plasmids have the usual plasmid compo-
nents, such as an origin of replication, MCS, and 
an antibiotic resistance gene (which provides 
resistance to ampicillin). In addition, their MCS 
is between the promoter for binding T7 RNA 
polymerase and a termination site for T7 RNA 
polymerase. When these vectors carry inserts, 
the insert DNA can be transcribed in the cell by 
T7 RNA polymerase. The cell then translates the 
mRNA into protein. (Courtesy of Stratagene.)
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Revolucionando a fermentação

They ordered a synthetic 
version of the gene that had 

been built letter-by-letter by a 
machine. They plugged it into 

yeast and it worked. 
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Isolamento de DNA

Isolamento de  gene por clonagem: Isolamento de  gene por PCR:


